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1 ABSTRACT 
 
The use of ubiquitous network has made real time tracking of objects, animals and human 
beings easy through the use of radio frequency identification system (RFID). 
Localization techniques in RFID rely on accurate estimation of the read range between the 
reader and the tags. The tags consist of a small chip and a printed antenna which receives 
from and transmits information to the reader. The range information about the distance 
between the tag and the reader is obtained from the received signal strength indication 
(RSSI).  
 
Accuracy of the read range using RSSI can be very complicated especially in complicated 
propagation environment due to the nature and features of the environment. There are 
different kinds of localisation systems and they are Global Positioning System (GPS) which 
can be used for accurate outdoor localization; while technologies like artificial vision, 
ultrasonic signals, infrared and radio frequency signals can be employed for indoor 
localization. 
 

This project focuses on the location estimation in RFID Non Line-of-Sight (NLOS) 
environment using Real Time Localization System (RTLS) with passive tags, in carrying out 
passengers and baggage tracking at the airport. Indoor location radio sensing suffers from 
reflection, refraction and diffractions due to the nature of the environment. This unfavourable 
phenomenon called multipath leads to delay in the arrival of signal and the strength of signal 
received by receiving antenna within the propagation channel which in turns affects the RSSI, 
yielding inaccurate location estimation.  
 
RTLS based on time difference of arrival and error compensation technique and extended 
Kalman filter technique were employed in a NLOS environment to determine the location of 
tag. The better method for location estimation in a NLOS between the Kalman filtering and 
extended Kalman filtering is investigated. According to simulation results, the extended 
Kalman filtering technique is more suitable to be applied to RTLS. 
 
 
Keywords: RFID, passive tag, RTLS, NLOS, Multilateration, Extended Kalman Filter 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Among rapidly developing wireless communication technologies the radio frequency 

identification technology (RFID) is gaining more ground by the day due to its ease of use, 

security, cost effectiveness and ease of deployment. RFID has become one of the main means 

to construct a real time locating system (RTLS) that monitors and identifies the location of 

objects in the real time. 

 
The architecture of the system is made up of inexpensive tags attached or embedded in the 

object or item to be tracked, the readers that transmits and receives the radio signals to and 

from the tags and associated computing equipment for automatic identification and 

information retrieval. RFID tag identification and localization methods depend on estimation 

accuracy of the read range (distance between the tag and the reader). Customarily, the read 

range information is determined from the received signal strength indication (RSSI) but due 

to the nature and characteristics of the different environment there short-falls were discovered 

in the accuracy of this measure metric [2]. 

 
Real time localization systems  use general procedures like beacon transmission, beacon 

measurement such as time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of 

arrival (AOA), time of flight (TOF), phase difference of arrival (PDOA) and received signal 

strength indicator (RSSI) and position determination using different types of algorithms like 

Trilateration, Fingerprinting, Landmarks, Cell ID, Multilateration, etc [3]. 

 
Although RFID RTLS is a promising technology its deployment and implementation is not 

free of technological challenges. Researchers and industry are carrying out research work on 

these challenges. This project work seeks to contribute to this effort by considering the 

challenges regarding the people or object localization. 

 
This project is done for accurate location estimation within RFID RTLS non line-of –sight 

(NLOS) environment. Multilateration technique and extended Kalman filter algorithm were 

applied in this project and compared with conventional Kalman filter algorithm, and after 

comparative analysis the better filter algorithms is recommended. Multilateration technique 

employs the measure metric, time difference of arrival (TDOA) to determine the distance of 

the object (measured value).  
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This report is structured as follows: in chapter 2 the problem statement and the main 

contribution of the project are presented. Chapter 3 presents the state of art of RFID 

technology, its architecture and applications. Chapter 4 presents the features of a NLOS 

environment and location estimation techniques. Chapter 5 describes the models while and 

how the proposed techniques are implemented. Simulations of the models were described in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 the result of the simulation is analysed while the conclusion of the 

project is stated and some future works are proposed in chapter 8. 
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN CONTRIBUTION  
 
The purpose of this project is to get the best object location estimator within a complicated 
propagation environment using RFID technology based on RTLS. This location estimate is to 
be based on the read range using measure metric time difference of arrival (TDOA). In order 
to obtain the distance or location information, Multilateration, Kalman Filter (KF) and 
Extended Kalman Filter algorithms are employed. During the project, error in distance 
estimated due to time delay is investigated in a NLOS environment using TDOA measure 
metric in Multilateration technique as initial value to both KF and EKF the result of these two 
algorithms is compared. 
 
This RFID technology functionality is accomplished by use of inexpensive passive tags which 
are cost effective, they respond to radio signal when required or when queried by applying the 
principle of Listen before Talk unlike the active tags that transmits continuously. The passive 
tag has a read range of about 3-5 meters, data storage of approximately 128 bytes (read/write) 
and operates in bandwidth between 800-960 MHz. On demand the RFID transceiver (reader) 
detects and queries the tags on the passengers or object to be tracked and sends the reports to 
the middleware where the captured data or information are stored or retrieved from as 
required when needed [6]. 
 
The research question we intend to solve in this thesis work is:  

• How can we improve location estimation of RFID passive tag in NLOS environment? 
 
The hypothesis that we will prove in this thesis can be formed as follow: 
 

• Location estimation of RFID passive tag can be improved in NLOS environment by 

applying Multilateration technique in Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm which 

is based on recursive minimum mean square estimation. 

 
Our main contributions are: 

• Application modelling of Multilateration technique in both EKF algorithm and KF 
algorithm. 

• Implementation of the models on Matlab. 
• Verification of the models by analysis of simulation data 
• Comparative analysis of the EKF and KF algorithm performance. 
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3 BACKGROUND AND THE STATE OF ART 
 
3.1 Identification and Tracking Technologies 
 
In ubiquitous network, location and tracking of object is crucial to many computing 

applications. RFID systems are capable of providing real-time object visibility with high 

accuracy enabling continuous identification and location of all items and thereby providing 

accurate real-time data management instead of simple snapshots. This technology uses 

wireless communication for automatic identification of objects, data capturing and 

information retrieval [7].  

 
Localization technique in RFID relies on accurate estimation of the read range between the 

reader and the tag. Tracking of object can be achieved by using different positioning 

systems like Global Positioning System (GPS), ultrasonic signals, infrared and radio 

frequency signals. GPS can be used for accurate outdoor localization while technologies 

like artificial vision, ultrasonic signals, infrared and radio frequency signals can be 

employed for indoor localization [8, 9]. 

 
GPS is a satellite in which navigation and timing services are provided. The data is 

transmitted in real time, providing the most current data about the location of the object. 

GPS indoor performance is very poor due to its low power ability in an indoors 

environment, the receiver faces the challenge to improve signal to noise ratio to track the 

signals. It has limitations in indoor environment because of obstacles which usually leads to 

diffraction, reflection and refraction resulting into signal taking different path to the receiver 

(multipath) [10].  

 
Indoor tracking can be achieved by using ultrasonic or sonic signals. In this type of 

positioning system, there is a need to initially deploy and distribute networked reference 

points within the tracking environment. The positions of the reference points are measured 

to form the space reference [11]. The motion activated tag is used in sending out special 

ultrasonic identification signals. Within the location of use, special detectors are located in 

each room to receive the tags’ signals. As the monitored object is moving within the 

observed area the location of the object is being tracked and captured on the computing 

application (middleware) [12].The position of the object can be calculated with respect to 

the reference points. 
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Autonomous Ultrasonic Indoor Tracking System (AUITS) is an upgraded ultrasonic 

tracking system. This system comprises of a POD and ultrasonic signal tags, all the 

limitations of ultrasonic tracking system like the cost, calibration and manual measurement 

are being eradicated. The key idea in AUITS is Positioning on One Device (POD) which 

uses one device to capture both the signal acquisition and position computation [12].  

Infrared signals can also be used for indoor tracking by employing directional scanner to 

track the signal. This technology requires deployment of infrared sensors within the area 

where the particular item or object is to be tracked and a beacon attached to the object 

which transmits infrared signal out in all directions. The position of the tracked object is 

determined by calculating the arriving instant of the signal at the sensors [10]. 

 
3.2 RFID Technology and Applications 
 
3.2.1 RFID System and Its devices 
 
RFID systems is a fast growing wireless communication technology because of its electronic 

capability of identifying, locating and tracking living things and objects which is driven by 

the security features of the system, its cost effectiveness, ease of deployment and 

implementation.  In construction of RFID RTLS that tracks and identifies the location of 

objects in real time, inexpensive tags (transponders) attached or embedded in objects and 

readers (interrogators) that receive the radio signals from the tags for identification and 

location is used with middleware which is used for data retrieval and storage. This is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The architecture of RFID Technology 
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A typical RFID tag contains a chip and antenna. The antenna is attached to the chip, and this 

transmits radio wave signal from the tag depending on the power supply features of the tag. 

Data are stored up in the memory of the chip; a tag could be read-write or read only 

depending on its area of use. Through the tag antenna, the information stored in the tag chip 

can be captured by the reader. Tag chips can be purpose-oriented that one type is designed for 

one special application purpose and also rule-based RFID tag that uses a ubiquitous chip 

which can be easily customized from different applications [10]. RFID tags are classified 

based on how they communicate or how the communication is initiated: passive, active and 

semi-active tags. The features of these tags are as shown in Table 1 [6]. 

 
Passive tag is the most popular of all the tags today because of its low cost. They are called 

passive because of the power supply feature, it uses no battery. Information can only be 

retrieved by an RFID interrogator (reader). It depends on strong Radio Frequency (RF) 

electromagnetic energy emitted from the reader to run its circuits and transmit back to the 

reader. This feature in passive tags as led to its short read range but this can be improved on 

[2]. 

 
Semi-active tag is a semi-assisted battery tag that uses the same frequency band to transmit 

and receive like all other RFID tags. It contains a battery source to energize and operate the 

chip. It has a longer read range than a passive tag because it uses the energy it receives from 

the reader only for sending signals back by back scattering. It also has a larger memory than 

passive tags and higher data rate [6, 10]. 

 
Active RFID tag has the same features with passive and semi-active tags. The only difference 

is that it has its own power source. It has an internal in-built battery which has a life span not 

as long as that of semi-active. This is as a result of its continuous communication with its 

environment it continuously transmit its radio signal even when it receives no query from an 

interrogator. Active tags can respond to lower signal unlike passive tags that requires a very 

high RF signal transmitted from the reader during interrogation. It has the largest memory, 

highest data rate and best performance out of the three types of RFID tags. The disadvantage 

is the limited power supply life span and its high cost [6, 10]. 

 
RFID Readers are transceivers that interrogate or read information on a RFID tag in vicinity. 

The read range, size, weight and type depend on the application, a reader fixed (stationary) or 

mobile (hand held). Communication between tag and reader is carried out through the 
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antennas propagation using radio waves. Signals detected by readers are decoded and stored 

in middleware. The RFID reader may use single or multiple antennas for communication. In 

single antenna, the same is used for both transmission and reception while in multiple antenna 

some can be use for transmitting and others receiving. In this case a switching on or off 

mechanism must be put in place to avoid interference between antenna signals [13]. 

 
Middleware is a data storage and retrieval device that stores the decoded information received 

by the reader from the tags. Information like location of object being tracked, identification 

number of the object, description, etc is stored in this device. Middleware can be connected to 

other application on the Internet as shown above.  

 
RFID technology is put to use in transport logistics for just in time (JIT) delivery of groceries, 

identification of cartons and pallets in retail, logistics, access control, consumable product 

labeling in stores, patient monitoring, baby-mother pairing, passenger and baggage tracking at 

the airport, passport control, asset management, inventory management to avoid stock out 

situation, animal identification, cargo tracking, garbage management. It is used in tracking 

drugs from point of manufacturing and thus protects consumers from adulterated drugs. Its 

use in supply chain has increased the visibility in assembly line [1]. Security of restricted 

areas within the airport, efficiently track movement of passengers to the right boarding gate, 

reduction in the number of mishandled bags and the associated cost, RFID provides real-time 

visibility into all of these functions. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of RFID Tags 
 

 Active RFID Semi-active RFID Passive RFID 

Tag Power 
Source 

Internal to tag Internal to tag and partly 
from reader 

Energy transferred 
using RF from reader 

Tag Battery Yes Yes No 

Availability of 
power 

Continuous Partially continuous Only in field of reader 

Required signal 
strength to Tag 

Very Low Low Very High 

Range Up to 100 m Up to 10 m Up to 3-5 m, usually 
less 

Multi-tag 
reading 

1000’s of tags 
recognized – up to 
100 m/hr 

Few hundred within 10m 
of reader 

Few hundred within 
3m of reader 

Data Storage Up to 128 Kb or 
read/write with 
sophisticated search 
and access 

Above 128 bytes read-
write 

~128 bytes of 
read/write 

Applications Military shipping. 
Electronic price 
label. Personal 
tracking. Patient 
monitoring 

Airline bag tracking. 
Supermarket products 
tracking. Factory 
automation.  

Animal tracking. Asset 
management. Industrial 
automation. Electronic 
article surveillance.  
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3.2.3  RFID Frequencies Characteristics and Applications  
 
RFID system operates with various frequencies, low, high microwave and so on depending on 

the application as specified and described in Table 2 [6].  

 
Table 2: RFID Operating Frequency Ranges 
 

 LF 125KHz HF 13.56MHz UHF 
868 -915 MHz 

Microwave 
2.45GHz & 

5.8GHz 
Typical Max 

Read Range 

(Passive Tag)  

Shortest 1” -12”  Short 2” -24”  Median 1’ – 10’  Longest 1’ – 15’ 

Tag Power 

Source  

Generally 
passive tags, 
using inductive 
coupling  

Active tags 
with integral 
battery or 
passive tags, 
EM- field 
coupling  

Generally 
passive tags, 
using inductive 
or capacitive 
coupling  

Active tags with 
integral battery or 
passive tags, EM 
– field coupling  

Data rate Slower Moderate Poor Faster 
Ability to read 

near metal or 

wet surface 

Better Moderate Poor Worse 

Application Access Control 
Security, 
Visibility in 
production-line, 
Ranch animal 
identification, 
Employee ID 

Library 
books, 
Laundry 
identification, 
Access 
Control, 
Employee IDs 

Supply chain 
tracking, 
Highway toll  
Tags  

Supply chain 
tracking, 
Highway toll 
Tags, 
Identification of 
vehicle fleets, 
Asset tracking  
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4 LOCATION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 
 
4.1 Location Sensing  
 
Localization and indoor tracking is an important ingredient in many ubiquitous computing 

applications and robotics. Information on object location is a core component in RFID RTLS 

and other technology applications like GPS, infrared system and ultrasonic system especially 

when coupled with spatial representation to support registration and querying. There are 

different approaches to location sensing. RFID tag(s) can perform location estimation 

calculation using available information in the network wirelessly or the reader(s) may use the 

information emitted from the tag(s) to calculate the tags’ position. 

 
There is need for the information to be accurate, precise and scalable. Object location 

estimation can be classified into geometric, statistical, scene analysis and proximity based 

[14]. The classifications are based on parameters and method of data computing. This chapter 

of the report, talks about the techniques and features of complicated environment. 

 
4.2 Location Measuring Techniques 
Location estimate systems sometimes combine two or more of the classification approaches 

mentioned in Chapter 4.1 to achieve higher accuracy and precision depending on the 

complexity of the environment. The geometric approach is first considered, followed by the 

statistical, scene analysis and then proximity based. 

 
4.2.1 Geometric Approach 
 
4.2.1.1 Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 

RSSI is a geometrical approach of estimating object location; this technique is based on 

measurement of signal attenuation, the decrease of the signal strength relative to its original 

intensity. The amount of signal power received at the receiver antenna depends on the 

distance measured based on the fact that power transmitted reduces with respect to distance 

travelled by the signal within a complicated channel [3, 14]. Equations or functions 

describing the expected decrease in signal strength given the distance like the Friis equation 

can be used to estimate location relative to the source of the signal [15]. 

 
4.2.1.2 Angle of Arrival (AOA) 

This approach is used in angulations technique which has to do with angle measurements. 
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Object location is measured by using two readers; one of the readers is used as a reference 

point based on its known distance and angle to the tag. Angle of reception of the signal to this 

reference node is used to determine the position of the other reader to the tag. In two 

dimension space two angles and one distance measurement define a location while in three 

dimensions two angle measurements, one distance and one azimuth measurement are used to 

determine the location of the object. This technique is very sensitive on effect of reflection 

and scattering in a NLOS environment [3, 14]. 

 
4.2.1.3 Time of Flight (TOF) 

This geometry location estimate technique is used when the distance information is available 

directly; this approach uses the computation of the time that a signal with known velocity will 

travel from a well known reference point to a particular location. There is need for timing and 

clock synchronisation within this system for accurate reading and computation of the distance 

of the object [14]. 

 
4.2.1.4 Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) 

This distance measurement technique measures the difference between the times of arrival of 

the same RF signal at different locations. This geometrical technique is employed in 

lateration approaches (Trilateration and Multilateration), location is computed from distance 

measurement from multiple reference positions. In two dimensions, the location is estimated 

using three non-collinear reference points, and in three dimensions four non-coplanar 

reference points are used. The dimension of the location is equal to (N-1) where N is the 

number of reference points being considered [7, 14]. This technique is being employed in this 

thesis work. 

TDOA uses cross-correlation process to calculate the difference in time of arrival of tag 

signal at multiple pairs of readers. The time delay defines a hyperbola of constant range 

difference from the receivers which are located at the foci; each TDOA measurement yields a 

hyperbolic curve along which the target may be positioned. When multiple sources are used, 

multiple hyperbolas are formed and the intersection of sets of hyperbolas provides the 

estimated location of the source [17]. 

 
 
4.2.1.5 Phase Difference of Arrival (PDOA) 

This distance measurement technique allows coherent signal processing for improved range 

estimation performance. Signal with two or more frequencies are used and the phase 
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difference observed at the two frequencies is used to estimate the range of the object. This 

technique is used in both dual- frequency and multi-frequency approach, a well designed 

multiple frequency allows effective phase unwrapping and elimination of the range 

ambiguity. Phase wrapping is a critical issue in location estimation when the range is 

relatively large. In this approach adequate frequency separation must be used since RFID 

system has a finite tag range. Decreasing or increasing the frequency separation amplifies or 

reduces the sensitivity of the phase difference to noise and leading to degraded or improved 

range estimation. In a NLOS environment, the multi-frequency technique allows frequency 

diversity for large range estimation when signals are highly faded at some frequencies [3]. 

 

4.2.2 Statistical Approach 

 
4.2.2.1 Kalman Filter Algorithm (KF)  

The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that implement a prediction-corrector 

type estimator that is optimal. It minimizes the estimated error covariance when some 

presumed conditions are met. The KF process can be divided into two parts statistically: time 

update equations and measurement update equations as shown in Figure 2. 

The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state 

and error covariance estimates to obtain the priori estimates for the next time step. The 

predicted state estimate is known as the a priori state estimate because it does not include 

observation information from the current time-step.  

The measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback in incorporating a new 

measurement into the a priori estimate (that is, the current a priori prediction is combined 

with current observation information to refine the state estimate) to obtain an improved a 

posteriori estimate [19]. 

4.2.2.2 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm (EKF) 

Kalman filter is a controlled process that is governed by a linear stochastic difference 

equation. This algorithm uses a statistical approach in object location estimation. In a 

situation where the process or system is non-linear, EKF is employed, it linearizes about the 

current mean and covariance. The non-linearity of the system can be associated either with 

the process model, with the observation model or with both. The linearization ability of this 

filter is the major difference between this algorithm and KF algorithm [19]. 
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Previous state at time step k-1 Prediction of the state at time step k 
and the corresponding covariance

Correction of the state at time step 
k and the corresponding covariance

Observations time step k

 
Figure 2: Prediction-Correction Process Model of KF and EKF 
 
4.2.3 Scene Analysis 

Suitable object representation of the area under observation is used with images from a fixed 

point of view as landmarks to identify features of a scene; this is used in location estimation 

of the tracked object within the area. Scene analysis can be static or differential. In static 

analysis, tracked object is looked up in predefined dataset that maps them to the landmarks.  

 
Differential scene analysis tracks the difference successive scene to estimate location. 

Differences in the scene will correspond to movement of the object to the observer and if the 

features in the scenes are known to be at specific positions (landmarks), the observer can 

compute his own position relative to them [14, 20]. 

 
4.2.4 Proximity 

Location of object can be determined as being proximal to a known reference point within a 

specific range. Proximity can be determined either by physical contact or by wireless 

monitoring. RFID system can retrieve location information through this approach in an 

environment where reader is transmitting proximity information at regular intervals [14, 20]. 

 
Physical Contact: This proximity sensing approach is carried out by having a physical 

contact using pressure sensor, touch sensor and capacitive field detector (example is a 

mouse). 

 
Wireless Access Points Tracking: Object is tracked within range of one or more access 

points in wireless network. Proximity of the object to the reference point is known as 

containment within an area defined by the capabilities of the wireless access mode [20]. 
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4.3 Non Line-of-Sight Environment 
 
NLOS is when there is no direct wave path between a transmitter and a receiver. The NLOS 

could be as a result of high rise buildings or tall objects between the propagation channels, 

leading to electromagnetic wave travelling along different paths of varying length due to 

multiple reflections from various objects within the environment as shown in figure 3. In 

NLOS environment, TDOA, PDOA, TOF and AOA of signal at receiver are influenced by 

the nature of the environment, in this case multipath occurs and performance of the system is 

limited [15].  

Direct  LOS Path
LOS obstruction

LOS obstruction

Reflected Path (NLOS)

Reflected Path (NLOS)

 
Figure 3: Non Line-of-Sight Environment 
 

Multipath: When radio signal moves from transmitter to receiver antenna of the reader or 

passive tags, the signal or radio wave travels through different paths to get to the receiver 

antenna. Part of the signal would have undergone diffraction, scattering or reflection due to 

the ceiling, the floor and different types of objects within the environment. This could lead to 

the waves undergoing different phase shifts, some will be destructive, that is the waves are 

out of phase and so will cancel each other while some will be constructive that is having same 

phase shift which will strengthen the signal [1]. 

 
Collision: Large scale deployment of RFID tags has led to the emergence of collision 

problems in a RFID RTLS environment. There is reader-reader collision, reader-tags collision 

and tag-tag collision problem. Presence of any of the aforementioned collision places 

limitations on RFID system performance. Reader-reader collision problem occurs in dense 
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reader environment where several readers try to interrogate tag at the same time resulting into 

misreading, Tag-tag collision problem occurs when multiple tags communicate at the same 

time in same vicinity with a reader [16]. 

 
Environment: Performance of RFID RTLS in a particular environment depends on the 

features of the environment and the objects within the vicinity. Radio waves bounce off metal 

while water absorbs radio waves at ultra-high frequency. Metals cause eddy currents in the 

vicinity of RFID reader antenna which absorbs RF energy, this reduces the effectiveness of 

RFID field [15]. 

 

4.4 Required Location Estimation Technique 
Accurate location estimation in RFID RTLS non line-of sight environment is a great deal 

because of its general application in different fields of life especially in indoor location 

sensing. Some of the major challenges in location estimation are issues of multipath, 

unpredictable set of reflections and direct waves with degree of attenuation and delays, effect 

of obstructing objects like water and other types of fluid, metals and interference from other 

various RF sources operating at the same frequency band. All of these have led to researchers 

seeking for solutions. Few techniques have been employed such as multi-frequency, 

angulations, lateration technique and received signal strength indicator (RSSI). 

 
In this thesis work two techniques were used and they are; Multilateration combined with 

Extended Kalman Filter algorithm which has better recursive estimation features due to its 

ability of converting a non-linear equation into a linear one and Multilateration combined 

with KF algorithm. 
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5 MODELLING 

5.1 Non Line-of-Sight Propagation Channel Model 

In wireless communication systems, the medium for information transfer between the 

transmitting and receiving antenna is accomplished by electromagnetic waves. The 

interaction between the electromagnetic waves and the environment reduces the signal 

strength generated from the transmitter to the receiver. This resulted to path loss [21]. 

Path loss between two communicating antennas strongly depends on the propagation 

environment. The power transfer ratio for a pair of lossless antennas in free space with 

optimum orientation is given by: 

𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡

= 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟 �
𝜆𝜆

4Π𝑑𝑑�
2

                                                                            (1) 

Where 𝜆𝜆- wavelength; 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟- received power; 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡- transmitted power; 𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟 - receiver antenna gain; 

𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡- transmitter antenna gain; 𝑑𝑑- separation distance between antennas. 

The factor � 𝜆𝜆
4Π𝑑𝑑

�
2
 in (1) if separated from the effect of transmitter and receiver antenna gain 

is referred to as the free space path loss. 

Considering an airport scenario which is the case study, is categorized as an in-building path 

loss model. This is a path loss that occurs in a physical building and takes into account 

reflection, path obstruction, absorption and other attenuation effects introduced by the 

presence of objects inside the building [22]. 

The in-building path loss model used to depicts the effect of obstructions in a NLOS 
environment is given by (2), 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜) + 10𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 �
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
�+ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴                                     (2) 

Where 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜- arbitrary reference distance away; 𝑛𝑛- path loss exponent that depends on the 

surroundings and building types; 𝑑𝑑- the transmitter-receiver separation distance; 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜)- is 

the in-building path loss at arbitrary reference distance away; 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴- additive white 

Gaussian noise with zero-mean and standard deviation. 

The table for path loss exponent n for different environments is given in Rappaport [15]. An 

environment with high path loss exponent n is a hostile environment for radiation and its in-
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building path loss will be higher compared to the case in low path loss exponent n 

environment. 

5.2 Hyperbolic location theory 

RB (xb, yb, zb)

RC (xc, yc, zc)RD (xd, yd, zd)

RA (xa, ya, za)

Tag(x,y,z)

Z-A
xis

Y-
Ax

is

X-Axis

 

Figure 4: The Location Estimation using Multilateration (TDOA) algorithm 

Summary: 

• RA is reader at position A likewise RB, RC and RD respectively. 

• Tag is positioned in 3-D co-ordinate (x, y and z) 

• The hyperbola is the set of points at a constant range-difference (𝑐𝑐∆𝑇𝑇) from the foci. 

• Each sensor (reader) pair gives a hyperboloid on which the emitter (tag) lies 

• Location estimation is intersection of all hyperbolas. 

• N readers provide N-1 hyperboloids intersecting on a single point of the target (tag). 

If from Figure 4, readers RA and RB are at known locations, an emitter (tag) can be located 

onto a hyperboloid. The receivers do not need to know the absolute time at which the pulse 

was transmitted only the time difference is required. 
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With a third reader RC at a third location, this would provide a second TDOA measurement 

and hence locate the emitter (tag) on a second hyperboloid. The intersection of these two 

hyperboloids describes a curve on which the emitter (tag) lies. 

Addition of the fourth reader RD made possible a third TDOA measurement and the 

intersection of the resulting third hyperboloid with the curve already found with the other 

three readers defines a unique point in the space. The tag’s location is therefore determined in 

three dimensions (3D) as illustrated in Figure 4. 

The unknown location of the tag to be determined is in (x, y, z) coordinate. A Multilateration 

algorithm comprising of four readers at known location A, B, C and D, the time of arrival 

(TOA) T of the pulses from the tag at (x, y, z) to each of the reader locations is the distance 

divided by the speed of light c. 

The corresponding TOA at each reader is given by the following equations: 

𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 =
1
𝑐𝑐 �

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴)2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐴𝐴)2                                             (3) 

 

𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 =
1
𝑐𝑐 �

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐵𝐵)2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐵𝐵)2                                             (4) 

 

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 =
1
𝑐𝑐 �

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶)2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐶𝐶)2                                             (5) 

 

𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷 =
1
𝑐𝑐 �

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷)2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐷𝐷)2                                             (6) 

Where 𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵′ ,𝑦𝑦𝐵𝐵′ , 𝑧𝑧𝐵𝐵′  is the location of reader B with-respect-to the origin located at site reader A. 

The Multilateration system was solved for the unknown target (x, y, z) in real time with 

respect to site reader A.  

𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴 =
1
𝑐𝑐 �𝑥𝑥

2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2                                                                                            (7) 

 

The calculations of TDOA (𝜏𝜏) with reader A at the reference coordinate yields:  
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𝜏𝜏𝐵𝐵 = 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 − 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 =
1
𝑐𝑐 ��

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵′ )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐵𝐵′ )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐵𝐵′ )2  − �𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2 �

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                           (8) 

 

𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 =
1
𝑐𝑐 ��

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶′ )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶′ )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐶𝐶′ )2  −�𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2 �

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                          (9) 

 

𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷 = 𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷 − 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 =
1
𝑐𝑐 ��

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷′ )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷′ )2 + (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝐷𝐷′ )2  −�𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2 �

+ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                             (10) 

 

Since the solution to the model is an over determined system that is the number of equations 

out-numbers the number of the unknowns, also that the system is nonlinear least square 

minimization problem, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm was adopted to find an 

optimization solution to the systems [18].  

The LM algorithm is an iterative technique that locates the minimum of a function that is 
expressed as the squares of nonlinear functions. 

𝑆𝑆(𝛽𝛽) = ��𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖, 𝛽𝛽��
2

𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1

                                                                                    (11) 

Where 𝛽𝛽- parameter vector; 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 independent and dependent variables; 𝑆𝑆(𝛽𝛽)- sum of the 
squares of the deviations. 

 
5.3 EKF and KF Models 

 
In this thesis, 𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 represents the suitable estimate of the true tag location in 3-dimensional 
planes. 
 

𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 = (𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘,𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇                                                                                                  (12) 
 
The Kalman filter model assumes that the real state at time k evolves from the state at k-1. 

Thus the process equation is given as: 

 
𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 = 𝑨𝑨𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏 + 𝒘𝒘𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏                                                                                            (13) 

The coordinate of observation vector 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 is as follows: 
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𝒛𝒛�𝒌𝒌 = �𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘´ ,𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘´ , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘´ �
𝑇𝑇

                                                                                                 (14) 
 
The output/observation/measurement vector is given by: 
 

         𝒛𝒛𝒌𝒌 = 𝑯𝑯𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 + 𝒗𝒗𝒌𝒌                                                                                           (15) 
 
The extrapolation of the most recent state estimate to the present time (prediction phase) of 

the location filter is as shown: 

 
𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌− = 𝑨𝑨𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏 + 𝒘𝒘𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏                                                                                           (16) 

 
𝑷𝑷�𝒌𝒌− = 𝑨𝑨𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌𝑨𝑨𝑻𝑻 + 𝑸𝑸                                                                                                 (17) 

 
Where 𝐴𝐴 is the scale transition matrix, H is the state transition matrix applied to the previous 

state 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘. The process noise 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1,𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘 and measurement error 𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘−1,𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 are all assumed to be 

mutually independent random variables with zero mean. The noise covariance matrices Q and 

R are given as: 
 

𝑸𝑸 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇}                                                                                                          (18) 
 

𝑹𝑹 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇}                                                                                                          (19) 
 

𝑯𝑯 = �
𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥 0 0
0 𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦 0
0 0 𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧

�                                                                                           (20) 

 

                 𝑨𝑨 = �
𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 0 0
0 𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦 0
0 0 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧

�                                                                                            (21) 

 
The update phase substitutes a unit matrix H into equation (22) to (24) for the computation of 

the measurement update of the tag location. The measurement updates the correct value. 

The computation of the Kalman gain is given as: 

𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌 = 𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−𝑯𝑯𝑻𝑻(𝑯𝑯𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−𝑯𝑯𝑻𝑻 + 𝑹𝑹)−𝟏𝟏                                                                             (22) 

The estimate is updated with measurement 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 as shown below 

𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 = 𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌− + 𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌(𝒛𝒛𝒌𝒌 − 𝑯𝑯𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌−)                                                                                  (23) 

 

 The error covariance is updated in (24) 
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𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌 = (𝑰𝑰 − 𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌𝑯𝑯)𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−                                                                                               (24) 

 

In EKF, linearization of the nonlinear state-space equation is performed by making the first-

order Taylor expansion around the current estimate. The non-linear system (25) and 

measurement (26) where 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 and �̃�𝑧𝑘𝑘 represent the state and measurement vectors at time 

instant k, 𝑓𝑓(.) and ℎ(.) are the non-linear system and measurement functions.    

 
𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 = 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘−1) + 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘−1                                                                                                 (25) 

 
�̃�𝑧𝑘𝑘 = ℎ𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘) + 𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘−1                                                                                                      (26) 

 
Removing the explicit noise description from the above equations and representing them in 

terms of their probability distributions, the state and measurement estimates are obtained: 

𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 = 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘−1) + 0                                                                                                           (27) 
 

�̂�𝑧𝑘𝑘 = ℎ𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘) + 0                                                                                                                (28) 
 
The process and measurement noise are assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and are 

represented by their covariance matrices Q and R. Where N ( ; ) denotes the Guassian 

function with mean and covariance matrix. The main diagonal of covariance matrices Q and 

R contains the variance in the state and measurement vectors variables respectively. The off-

diagonal elements of the matrix are zeros since we assume that noises are independent as 

stated in equations (29) and (30). 

 

𝑃𝑃(𝑤𝑤) ∼ 𝐴𝐴(0,𝑄𝑄)                                                                                                                    (29) 

𝑃𝑃(𝑣𝑣) ∼ 𝐴𝐴(0,𝑅𝑅)                                                                                                                      (30) 

The EKF predicts the future state of the system 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘− based on the available system model f (.) 

and projects ahead the state error covariance matrix 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘− using the time update equations:  

𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌− = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘−1, 0)                                                                                                              (31)  
 

𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌− = 𝑨𝑨𝒌𝒌𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏𝑨𝑨𝒌𝒌𝑻𝑻 + 𝑸𝑸𝒌𝒌−𝟏𝟏                                                                                          (32) 
 

The Kalman gain matrix 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘 is computed using 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 and 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘 is used to incorporate the 

measurement into the state estimate 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘. The state covariance for the updated state estimate 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 

is also computed using the following measurement update equations for the tag location.     
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𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌 = 𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−𝑯𝑯𝒌𝒌
𝑻𝑻�𝑯𝑯𝒌𝒌𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−𝑯𝑯𝒌𝒌

𝑻𝑻 +  𝑽𝑽𝒌𝒌𝑹𝑹𝒌𝒌𝑽𝑽𝒌𝒌𝑻𝑻�
−𝟏𝟏

                                                                  (33) 
 

𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌 = 𝒙𝒙�𝒌𝒌− + 𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌(𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 − ℎ(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘−, ))                                                                                  (34) 
 

𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌 = (𝑰𝑰 − 𝑲𝑲𝒌𝒌𝑯𝑯𝒌𝒌)𝑷𝑷𝒌𝒌−                                                                                                  (35) 
𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘−1) ≈ 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘�   + 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘�                                                                            (36) 

 
ℎ𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘) ≈ ℎ𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘�   + 𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘�                                                                              (37) 

 

𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 =
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

�
𝑥𝑥=𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘

                                                                                                                (38) 

 

𝐻𝐻𝑘𝑘 =
𝜕𝜕ℎ𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

�
𝑥𝑥=𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘/𝑘𝑘

                                                                                                               (39) 

 

𝑨𝑨𝒌𝒌 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑧𝑧
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

                                                                                                                (40) 

 
Equation (39) shows that 𝐻𝐻 is time-varying whereas in the linear case it was a constant.  

Where 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 and �̃�𝑧𝑘𝑘 are the approximate state and measurement vectors, 𝑥𝑥�𝑘𝑘 is an a posteriori 

estimate of the state at time-step k, A is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f with 

respect to x, H is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with respect to x, 𝐼𝐼 is the 

identity matrix. An important feature of the EKF is that the Jacobian Hk in the equation for 

Kalman gain Kk serves to correct only the relevant component of the measurement 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 and the 

state equation using h [7]. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION OF MODELS 
 
6.1 Implementation of Non Line-of-Sight Propagation Channel Model 
 
To depict the effect of noise in the channel, the in-building path loss model from (2) was 

implemented by modifying the equation slightly as shown in (41): 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑] = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜) + 10𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 �
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
�+ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴 + 𝜀𝜀                                           (41)  

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜) = �
𝜆𝜆

4Π𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
�
2

                                                                                                  (42) 

These two equations were implemented using the parameters from Table 3. Where 𝜀𝜀 is an 

additional random noise factor mitigating against the ease of reading of the tag (appendix I) 

such as improper tag placement/positioning.  

 
6.2 Simulation of Non Line-of-Sight Propagation Channel  
 
The operating frequency used for the purpose of this simulation is 866 MHz which is within 

the frequency range for European standard [25]. The reference distance away for our 

simulation was 1 m and the implementation of AWGN is shown in the Matlab code in the 

Appendix I. Figure 5 and 6 show the simulation output for NLOS channel model with 

AWGN and AWGN plus 𝜀𝜀 respectively. 

Table 3: Showing the NLOS channel simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 
Arbitrary reference distance away (do)  

Transmitter-Receiver separation distance  

Path loss exponent (n)       

Operating frequency      

Velocity of light  

Additional random noise 𝜀𝜀               

1 m 

10 m 

4 to 6 

866 MHz 

300*106 m/s 

Random values of length n 
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Figure 5: NLOS channel implemented with AWGN 

 

 

Figure 6: NLOS channel implemented with AWGN and 𝜀𝜀 
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6.3 Implementation of Multilateration Model 

Multilateration technique was implemented in Matlab simulator as shown in Figure 7. A 
small room of dimension size 5 m x 5 m x 5 m was simulated and the antennas were placed at 
3.5 meters height from ground level. Each antenna protrudes outwards in 0.2 m in x and 0.5 m 
in y direction.  

Structural 
Multilateration

(TDOA)

Levenberg-Marquardt 
(LM) algorithm 

TOA Detections

Optimization of unique 
position

 

Figure 7: Block diagram of localization algorithm 

Multilateration algorithm was implemented by using; TOA of signals calculated from 

different readers in (3) to (6), the calculated time delay (TDOA) in (7) to (10) of paired 

readers and assumed measured delay 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 in seconds of each reader´s 

pair (RA RB, RA RC, RA RD, RB RC, RB RD, RC RD) were used in least mean error calculation for 

reliability pre-processing.  
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6.4 Simulation of Multilateration Model  

 

Figure 8: Simulation of Multilateration algorithm showing actual and estimated tag positions. 

 

Figure 8 shows the simulation of locations of the readers as follow: RA was chosen as the 

reference coordinates i.e. xA=yB=zA=0, RB : xB=4.8, yB=3.7, zB=3.5, RC : xC=3.8, yC=4.5, zC=3.5, 

RD : xD=2.8, yD=0.5, zD=3.5 (in meters). Reader A is at the origin while Readers B, C and D 

were positioned at different plane to avoid correlation in the output. This estimated location is 

used as the input into the EKF and KF filtering algorithm. 

6.5 Implementation of EKF and KF Model 

The output obtained from the Multilateration model as mentioned in section 6.4 serves as 

input to the EKF and KF algorithm as shown in Figure 9 and 10. For EKF algorithm, 

nonlinear state and measurement equations are formed and at each time-step k an estimated 

position is generated. The nonlinear update and linearization of both the current state and 

measurement are performed. For both filters, Kalman gain determines how much of 

innovation (the difference between the actual measurement and the model measurement) is 
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used to correct the estimate. The corresponding state covariance of prediction error P is 

implemented as n-dimensional state of the system and the output of the result was stored as 

the actual state of the model. An update process equation serves as an input to the actual state 

and the whole process was iterated 50 times. For all data sets, we assume value for standard 

deviation for measurement noise R.  

Tag location (Multilateration 
output)

Nonlinear update and linearization at current 
state. Nonlinear update and linearization of 

the measurement

Prediction State

Initialization of "a priori" state estimate and 
"a priori" estimated state covariance

Nonlinear state equation and measurement 
equation formation

Kalman Gain

Update State

Estimated tag location  

Figure 9: Implementation diagram of EKF algorithm 

Tag location (Multilateration 
output)

Prediction State

Initialization of "a priori" state estimate and 
"a priori" estimated state covariance

Kalman Gain

Update State

Estimated tag location  

Figure 10: Implementation diagram of KF algorithm 
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6.6 Simulation of EKF and KF  

In our simulation, three scenarios were investigated by manually varying the process noise Q 

of the model while measurement noise R was held constant. We observed that keeping 

measurement noise constant and varying the process noise has a significant effect on the filter 

gain.  

The Figures 11 to 22 shows the performance of both KF and EKF with the effect of varied 

covariance matrix Q and constant value R on the actual and estimated tag location. 

 

Figure 11: EKF Performance with error covariance matrix Q =0.16 m K=0.8284 
 

 

Figure 12: EKF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance 
matrix Q=0.16 m and Gain K=0.8284 
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Figure 13: KF Performance with error covariance matrix Q=0.16 m and Gain K=0.8284 

 

Figure 14: KF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance matrix 
Q=0.16 m and Gain K=0.8284 
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Figure 15: EKF Performance with error covariance matrix Q=0.04 m and Gain K=0.6180 

 

Figure 16: EKF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance 
matrix Q=0.04 m and Gain K=0.6180 
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Figure 17: KF Performance with error covariance matrix Q=0.04 m and Gain K=0.6180 

 

Figure 18: KF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance matrix 
Q=0.04 m and Gain K=0.6180 
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Figure 19: EKF Performance with error covariance matrix Q=0.01 m and Gain K=0.3904 

 

Figure 20: EKF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance 
matrix Q=0.01 m and Gain K=0.3904 
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Figure 21: KF Performance with error covariance matrix Q=0.01 m and Gain K=0.3904 

 

Figure 22: KF error difference between the actual and estimated position with error covariance matrix 
Q=0.01 m and Gain K=0.3904 
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7 ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
7.1 Analysis of Simulation Result for the Propagation Channel  
 
The result from NLOS channel model in Figure 5 and 6 shows that for an in-building that is n 

from 4 to 6, the environment experienced great and fluctuating path loss due to random value 

of the noise. This is as a result of reflection created from many sources like the ground 

surfaces, walls and equipment in the airport. Table 4 shows the path loss of both the NLOS 

channel model with AWGN and channel model with AWGN and 𝜀𝜀.   

 
Table 4: Path loss [dB] values for in-building NLOS channel model 

Path loss Exponent n 

Path loss [dB] 

NLOS channel model with 
AWGN 

NLOS channel model with 
AWGN and 𝜀𝜀 

4 73 65 
5 82 78 
6 92 96 

 
 

7.2 Analysis of Simulation Result for the Multilateration Algorithm 
 
The limitation of the communication system and propagation environment has led to 

inaccuracy of TDOA location measurement [4]. The algorithm is geometrically based which 

means the present (output) position of the tag does not depend on the previous position of tag. 

The mean error is calculated by comparing the actual position with estimated position and 

average of the difference is computed as well as the standard deviation as shown in Appendix 

II.  Figure 23 and Table 5 show the simulation result of actual tag position and its equivalent 

estimated position carried out in five iterations in 3D. It was observed that there is a little 

deviation between the actual and estimated positions (the actual position of the tag is 

indicated by the blue square while the estimate is green); this is depicted by the standard 

deviation results. 
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Figure 23: Simulation of passive tag in 3 dimensions (5 iterations). 

 

Table 5: Actual and estimated value of the tag location optimized by LM algorithm 

Actual Tag 
position 

[m] 

Estimated Tag location optimized 

by LM  [m] 
Mean 

Error [m] 

Standard 
deviation 
Error [m] 

x y z X Y Z 

3 1 1 2.7769 0.9158 0.8470 -0.0116 0.0694 

2 1 1 1.9659 0.9465 0.9328 -0.0516 0.0166 

2 2 3 1.7992 2.0200 2.8271 -0.1180 0.1202 

2 1 2 2.1746 0.9764 2.2592 0.1368 0.1451 

2 2 1 2.2420 1.8473 1.2677 0.1190 0.2356 
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7.3 Analysis of Simulation Result for the EKF and KF 
This model estimation was carried out in a noisy environment. The noise in the model takes 

into account model uncertainty and input disturbances. Hence the higher the noise level the 

larger the variation in localization of the tag. The measurement noise takes into account the 

noise from the readers and the effect of the covariance matrixes of both the measurement and 

process noise.  

 
Figures 11 to 22 shows the performance of EKF in comparison with KF when changes are 

made to the process noise (Q) in the system and Table 6 shows the mean error and standard 

deviation error at different level of Q in both the EKF and KF algorithm. It was observed that 

in a noisier environment (high Q), EKF tracks the location or position of the tag more 

accurately.  

Table 6: Mean and standard deviation error between the actual and estimated position in EKF and KF 
Algorithm  

Error 
covariance 

Q [m] 

Gain 
of the 
filter 

K 

Error 
covariance 

R [m] 

Number 
of 

iteration 
Tag 

coordinates 

Mean 
error 

EKF [m] 

Standard 
deviation 
EKF [m] 

Mean 
error 

KF [m] 

Standard 
deviation 
KF [m] 

0.16 0.8284 

0.04 50 

X 0.0313 0.16 -0.0773 0.22 

Y 0.0116 0.17 -0.0589 0.21 

Z 0.0247 0.16 0.0386 0.23 

0.04 0.6180 

X 0.0088 0.15 -0.0040 0.17 

Y 0.0044 0.15 0.0551 0.20 

Z 0.0152 0.14 -0.0249 0.18 

0.01 0.3904 

X 0.0470 0.12 0.0963 0.13 

Y 0.0465 0.12 -0.0144 0.13 

Z 0.0209 0.11 -0.0116 0.15 
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8   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The goal of our thesis is to improve location estimate in non line-of–sight RFID environment 
using Multilateration technique and Extended Kalman Filter algorithm, which are 
combinations of geometrical and statistical approach. RFID technology localizes the position 
of an object by these two approaches and gives information to the user in real time. The 
distance estimated by Multilateration was corrupted by the noisy environment but this was 
mitigated with the location filter EKF.  

Due to recursive properties of KF, knowing the statistical properties of a passive tag location 
data, made it easy to reduce NLOS error effectively as carried out by the modified Kalman 
filter known as EKF. Figures 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 and 21 show the performance of EKF and KF 
in the tracking of the position of the tag and it was observed that EKF tracks the location of 
the tag more accurately. Consequently, from Table 6 the results of the standard deviation for 
both EKF and KF while varying Q and R held constant show that EKF has a lower deviation 
as compared to KF.  

This task was approached by modeling, implementing and simulating KF algorithm and EKF 
algorithm, these two methods show that the performance of localization and error mitigation 
in NLOS environment is optimally improved by EKF. 

For the future work, multiple readers with multiple tags could be use and a physical 
experiment should be carried out to investigate the assumptions made in this project and with 
several accumulations of data, the precise standard deviation of measurement r would be 
calculated to aid the performance of the filter. 

Consequently, due to the drawbacks of EKF such as: 

• Derivation of Jacobian matrices is important or significant in most application, this 
always lead to significant implementation difficulties. 

• Conversion from non-linear to linear can lead to instability of the filter if the 
assumption of local linearity is violated. 

Therefore a new filter algorithm could be investigated or implemented for better performance, 
angulations, cooperative positioning and PDOA technique can be use for better location 
estimation. 
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APPENDIX I 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% models for FSPL%%%%% 
close all; 
clear all; 
clc 
%Distance in meter 
N=10; 
d=0.0:0.25:N; 
do=1; 
%frequency in MHz 
f=866e+6; 
c=3e+8; 
lamda=c/f; 
L=((lamda)/(4*pi*do))^2; 
%Free space loss at distance do assuming Gt=Gr=1 
PL(do)=-10.*log10(L); 
n=6; 
SNR = 5; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Free Space Loss%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
for n=4:6, 
    epsilon = randn(length(n))* 5; 
    signal2=PL(do)+(10*n).*log10(d/do)+ epsilon; 
    signal=PL(do)+(10*n).*log10(d/do); 
    %signal and signal2 with AWGN 
    fsmodel=awgn(signal,SNR); 
    fsmodel2=awgn(signal2,SNR); 
     figure(1) 
     grid on 
     hold on 
  
plot(d,fsmodel,'g') 
xlabel('distance (m)'); 
ylabel('pathloss (dB) and pathloss exponent (n)'); 
title('NLOS Channel Model With AWGN'); 
legend('FSPL Model',2) 
  
figure(2) 
plot(d,fsmodel2,'g') 
xlabel('distance (m)'); 
ylabel('pathloss (dB) and pathloss exponent (n)'); 
title('NLOS Channel Model With AWGN and Epsilon '); 
legend('FSPL Model',2) 
  
    hold on; 
    grid on 
end 
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APPENDIX II 

function rv = tag(Guess) 
  
% 
% 
% this is the function that returns the square deviations of the time  
% differences from a source at the Guess position and the measured  
% delays. This is what Marquart-Levenberg will work on. 
  
  
  
%% Locations of Readers   
 xyz = [0,4.8,3.8,2.8; 
        0,3.7,4.5,0.5; 
        0,3.5,3.5,3.5]; 
  
  
%  
% % light propagation velocity 
   v = 3e+8; 
%    
% %Assumed Time delays of pair 1-2,1-3 and 1-4,2-3,2-4,3-4 
 Measured_delay = [0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7]; 
  
% Ranges from assumed location to Readers WITH measurement noise 
  
n=1:0.5:6; 
  
Range_1 = (sqrt((xyz(1,1)-Guess(1))^2 + (xyz(2,1)-Guess(2))^2 + (xyz(3,1)-
Guess(3))^2)) + 15*rand(length(n),1); 
Range_2 = (sqrt((xyz(1,2)-Guess(1))^2 + (xyz(2,2)-Guess(2))^2 + (xyz(3,2)-
Guess(3))^2))+ 15*rand(length(n),1); 
Range_3 = (sqrt((xyz(1,3)-Guess(1))^2 + (xyz(2,3)-Guess(2))^2 + (xyz(3,3)-
Guess(3))^2))+ 15*rand(length(n),1); 
Range_4 = (sqrt((xyz(1,4)-Guess(1))^2 + (xyz(2,4)-Guess(2))^2 + (xyz(3,4)-
Guess(3))^2))+ 15*rand(length(n),1); 
  
  
  
Range_12 = sqrt((Range_1 - Range_2).^2); 
Range_13 = sqrt((Range_1 - Range_3).^2); 
Range_14 = sqrt((Range_1 - Range_4).^2); 
Range_23 = sqrt((Range_2 - Range_3).^2); 
Range_34 = sqrt((Range_3 - Range_4).^2); 
Range_24 = sqrt((Range_2 - Range_4).^2); 
  
% Calculated time delays TDOA 
Calculated_delay_12 = Range_12/v ; 
Calculated_delay_13 = Range_13/v ; 
Calculated_delay_14 = Range_14/v ; 
Calculated_delay_23 = Range_23/v ; 
Calculated_delay_34 = Range_34/v ; 
Calculated_delay_24 = Range_24/v ; 
  
  
%sum of square time delay differences of the measure and calculated time 
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%delays (TDOA) 
  
rv=(Measured_delay(1)-Calculated_delay_12).^2+(Measured_delay(2)-
Calculated_delay_13).^2+(Measured_delay(3)-
Calculated_delay_14).^2+(Measured_delay(4)-
Calculated_delay_23).^2+(Measured_delay(5)-
Calculated_delay_24).^2+(Measured_delay(6)-Calculated_delay_34).^2; 
 
function [x,P]=ekf(fstate,x,P,hmeas,z,Q,R) 
  
[x1,A]=jaccsd(fstate,x);    %nonlinear update and linearization at current 
state 
P=A*P*A'+Q;                 %partial update 
[z1,H]=jaccsd(hmeas,x1);    %nonlinear measurement and linearization 
P12=P*H';                   %cross covariance 
K=P12*inv(H*P12+R);       %Kalman filter gain 
x=x1+K*(z-z1);            %state estimate 
P=P-K*P12';               %state covariance matrix 
  
  
function [z,A]=jaccsd(fun,x) 
% JACCSD Jacobian through complex step differentiation 
  
z=fun(x); 
n=numel(x); 
m=numel(z); 
A=zeros(m,n); 
h=n*eps; 
for k=1:n 
    x1=x; 
    x1(k)=x1(k)+h*i; 
    A(:,k)=imag(fun(x1))/h; 
end 

 

% % Multilateration 
  
clear all; 
close all; 
clc 
clear all 
% Random picking of tag location 
NO=5; % no. of runs 
rmse = []; 
for p=1:NO 
  
  
    a=randperm(3); 
     x=a(1); 
%     x=1+0.2*p; 
     
     a=randperm(3); 
     y=a(1); 
%     y=1+0.1*p; 
  
  
     a=randperm(3); 
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     z=a(1); 
%     z=1+0.3*p; 
  
  
Guess = [x;y;z]; 
  
rv=tag(Guess); 
  
% estimated tag position generated by the aid of Levenberg-Maquardt 
algoritm  
   
  [XYZ,ssq,cnt,loop] = LMFnlsq(@tag,Guess,'display',1, 'FunTol',1e-12, 
'MaxIter', 10000)% Locations of Readers 
  
  m=XYZ'; 
   
%  calculating error difference, Mean and std betwwen the actual and 
%  estimated tag position 
  E=(XYZ-Guess); 
  Mean_D=mean(E) 
  STD_E=std(E) 
   
  
t = []; 
 
    
%   3D plots for the four readers position with actual and estimated tag 
%   position 
figure(6) 
[A,B] = meshgrid(-5:.125:5); 
C = -20*ones(81,81); 
  
meshc(A,B,C); 
  
hold on 
plot3(0,0,0,'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,0,0]) 
text(0+0.1,0+0.1,0+0.1,num2str('A')); 
  
  
plot3(4.8,3.7,3.5,'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,0,0]) 
 text(4.8+0.1,3.7+0.1,3.5+0.1,num2str('B')); 
  
  
plot3(3.8,4.5,3.5,'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,0,0]) 
 text(3.8+0.1,4.5+0.1,3.5+0.1,num2str('C')); 
  
  
plot3(2.8,0.5,3.5,'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,0,0]) 
text(2.8+0.1,0.5+0.1,3.5+0.1,num2str('D')); 
  
 %tag actual position 
  plot3(x,y,z,'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,0,1])  
  text(x+0.1,y+0.1,z+0.1,int2str(p)); 
  
  
 %tag estimated position 
  plot3(m(1),m(2),m(3),'sk','markerfacecolor',[0,1,0])   
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  text(m(1)+0.1,m(2)+0.1,m(3)+0.1,int2str(p)); 
  
axis([0 5 0 5 0 5]) 
  
xlabel('x coordinate[m]');ylabel('y coordinate[m]');zlabel('z 
coordinate[m]');  
 title('Tag localization by Multilateration technique') 
  legend('','ReaderA','ReaderB','ReaderC','ReaderD','actual tag 
position','estimated tag position') 
  
end 
  
 
  
%% using extended Kalman filter 
  
n=3;      %number of state 
q=0.1;    %std of process  
r=0.2;    %std of measurement 
Q=q^2*eye(n); % covariance of process 
R=r^2*eye(n);        % covariance of measurement   
f=@(x)[x(2);x(3);0.05*x(1)*(x(2)+x(3))];  % nonlinear state equations 
h=@(x)[x(1); x(2);x(3)];                 % measurement equation 
                                
 s=m';                                % initial state 
x=s+q*randn(3,1);           % initial state with noise 
P = eye(n);                               % initial state covraiance 
N=50;                                     % total dynamic steps 
xV = zeros(n,N);          %estmate        % allocate memory 
sV = zeros(n,N);          %actual 
zV = zeros(n,N); 
for k=1:N 
  z = h(s) + r*randn;                     % measurments 
  sV(:,k)= s;                             % save actual state 
  zV(:,k)  = z;                             % save measurment 
  [x, P] = ekf(f,x,P,h,z,Q,R);            % ekf  
  xV(:,k) = x;                            % save estimate 
   s = f(s) + q*randn(3,1);                % update process  
   
   %  CALCULATING THE ERROR BETWEEN THE ACTUAL AND THE ESTIMATE 
   format long 
 e(1,k)=((sV(1,k)-xV(1,k))); 
 e(2,k)=((sV(2,k)-xV(2,k))); 
 e(3,k)=((sV(3,k)-xV(3,k))); 
  
  
end 
  
% CALCULATING THE MEAN AND S.D ERROR BETWEEN THE ACTUAL AND THE ESTIMATE 
  
EKFmex=mean(e(1,:)) 
EKFstdex=std(e(1,:)) 
EKFmey=mean(e(2,:)) 
EKFstdey=std(e(2,:)) 
EKFmez=mean(e(3,:)) 
EKFstdez=std(e(3,:)) 
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% plot results  
  figure(1)                          
    subplot(3,1,1) 
  plot(1:N, sV(1,:).*5, '-', 1:N, xV(1,:).*5, '-') 
   
  
  title('The X coordinate of tag location EKF') 
  legend('actual position','estimated position') 
  xlabel('Itteration number') 
  ylabel('Tag position (meters)')  
  grid on 
 subplot(3,1,2) 
  plot(1:N, sV(2,:).*5, '-', 1:N, xV(2,:).*5, '-') 
 title('The Y coordinate of tag location EKF') 
legend('actual position','estimated position') 
  xlabel('Itteration number') 
  ylabel('Tag position (meters)')  
  grid on 
 subplot(3,1,3) 
 plot(1:N, sV(3,:).*5, '-', 1:N, xV(3,:).*5, '-') 
 title('The Z coordinate of tag location EKF') 
 legend('actual position','estimated position') 
  xlabel('Itteration number') 
  ylabel('Tag position (meters)') 
  grid on 
   
  % plotting the error  
  
figure(2)  
 subplot(3,1,1) 
 plot(1:N,abs(e(1,:)).*5,'r') 
 title('The X co-ordinate error between the actual and the estimated 
position EKF') 
 xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
grid on 
subplot(3,1,2) 
 plot(1:N,abs(e(2,:)).*5,'r') 
 title('The Y co-ordinate error between the actual and the estimated 
position EKF') 
 xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
grid on 
 subplot(3,1,3) 
 plot(1:N,abs(e(3,:)).*5,'r') 
 title('The Z co-ordinate error between the actual and the estimated 
position EKF') 
 xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
grid on 
   
 
  
%% using Kalman filter 
  
duration=50;  %no of iteration  
dt=1;  %    step size 
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a = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1]; % transition matrix 
  
c = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1]; % measurement matrix 
  
 x =m'; % initial state vector 
xhat = x; % initial state estimate 
  
P = Q; % initial estimation covariance 
  
% Initialize arrays for later plotting. 
pos = []; % true position array 
poshat = []; % estimated position array 
  
error1=[]; 
  
pos2 = []; % true position array for y 
poshat2 = []; % estimated position array for y 
  
error2=[]; 
  
pos3 = []; % true position array for z 
poshat3 = []; % estimated position array for z 
  
error3=[]; 
  
  
  
for t = 0 : dt: duration, 
     
    % Simulate the linear system. 
     ProcessNoise = q * randn(3,1);  
    x = a * x + ProcessNoise; 
    % Simulate the noisy measurement 
    MeasNoise = r * randn(3,1); 
    y = c * x + MeasNoise; 
    % Extrapolate the most recent state estimate to the present time. 
    xhat = a * xhat + q * randn(3,1); 
    % Form the Innovation vector. 
    Inn = y - c * xhat; 
    % Compute the covariance of the Innovation. 
    s = c * P * c' + R; 
    % Form the Kalman Gain matrix. 
    K = a * P * c' * inv(s); 
    % Update the state estimate. 
    xhat = xhat + K * Inn; 
    % Compute the covariance of the estimation error. 
    P = a * P * a' - a * P * c' * inv(s) * c * P * a' + Q; 
    % Save some parameters for plotting later 
  
    pos = [pos; x(1)]; 
  
    poshat = [poshat; xhat(1)]; 
    error1=[error1; x(1)-xhat(1)]; 
     
pos2 = [pos2; x(2)]; 
  
 poshat2 = [poshat2; xhat(2)]; 
error2=[error2; x(2)-xhat(2)]; 
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 pos3 = [pos3; x(3)]; 
  
 poshat3 = [poshat3; xhat(3)]; 
error3=[error3; x(3)-xhat(3)]; 
  
  
end 
  
% CALCULATING THE MEAN AND S.D ERROR BETWEEN THE TRUE AND THE ESTIMATEd 
% POSITION 
  
KFmex=mean(error1) 
KFstdex=std(error1) 
KFmey=mean(error2) 
KFstdey=std(error2) 
KFmez=mean(error3) 
KFstdez=std(error3) 
  
% Plot the results 
  
t = 0 : dt : duration; 
  
figure(3) 
 subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(t,pos.*5,'r',t,poshat.*5,'g')  
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('Tag Position (m)'); 
title('Kalman Filter Performance X-axis Position KF'); 
legend('true position','estimated position')  
  
 subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(t,pos2.*5,'r',t,poshat2.*5,'g')   
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number)'); 
ylabel('Tag Position (m)'); 
title('Kalman Filter Performance Y-axis Position KF'); 
legend('true position','estimated position')  
  
 subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(t,pos3.*5,'r',t,poshat3.*5,'g')   
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('Tag Position (m)'); 
title('Kalman Filter Performance Z-axis Position KF'); 
legend('true position','estimated position')  
  
  
% Plot of error difference between the actual position and estimated 
position 
figure(4) 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(t,abs(error1).*5) 
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
title('The X co-ordinate error between the true position and the estimated 
position KF') 
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subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(t,abs(error2).*5) 
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
title('The Y co-ordinate error between the true position and the estimated 
position KF') 
  
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(t,abs(error3).*5) 
grid; 
xlabel('Iteration number'); 
ylabel('error(m)'); 
title('The Z co-ordinate error between the true position and the estimated 
position KF') 
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